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The concerns of juveniles involved in the justice system are often topics of discussion in regards to rehabilitation. SB 5370 addresses job skills training for juvenile offenders as a method
of rehabilitation. The process that the bill went through has been fair. The indirect/direct &
immediate/long-term costs and benefits show promise for this piece of legislation. It works for
juveniles on improving their work-related skills and promoting a vulnerable population.
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Overview of SB 5370
There are many different offenses that juveniles commit to
becoming involved in the juvenile justice system. Juveniles
come from many various family structures, living conditions,
financial demographics, and overall environments that they
live in.
Senators Shin (D), Berkey (D), Rasmussen (D), and Kline
(D) introduced SB 5370 to help bring change to the Juvenile
Rehabilitation Administration (JRA). This bill would create
a program for offenders to help them with building skills in
life and in the workforce. The requirements that would be
required to be met are as follows;
(1) the educational programs offered are occupationally based and provide a wide-range of
prevocational skills necessary to career development; (2) the vocational skills obtained are
transferable to entering the market; (3) the basic skill offerings include remedial and advanced
skills in workplace communications, negotiation, teamwork, and problem solving. SB. 5370,
2007
Also mentioned in the SB 5370 that by providing these
types of programs, it would help the offenders come back
into the community without a violent behavior and also create a great opportunity for them to gain good skills in their
future employment. The director JRA and the affected school
districts need to implement a process for evaluating how the
juveniles are progressing in self-management skills, employability skills, and life skills. The students will earn high
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school credits, skills in working with local businesses and local organizations, and an awareness of possible career paths.
This will give the youth invaluable experience opportunities
to enhance their employment marketability. The created program will be linked with the Employment Security Department, the Office of the Super Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the Workforce Training and Education Coordinating Board. They will consult together to create a detailed outline of the specifics of the program, the layout of
how the skills will be taught, and verify that the staff is well
trained. These programs will be offered to any students between the ages 14 to 21 with this program being based on
teaching job skills for the future use in the working market
(SB 5370, 2007).
Fair Process
When looking at any piece of legislation, it is important to
look into the process that the legislation went through to be
created. The process that a piece of legislation goes through
varies with the type of legislation that it is, and the system
that it is going though. Some systems are more formal, such
as legislation at the federal level. Legislation that is at a state
or local level often has a less bureaucratic process that it must
go through. Barusch (2006) describes three principles that
must be looked at to decide if the process is fair.
The first fair process principle is that all individuals need
to be treated as political equals. This means that each party
has a chance to vote. Washington State has a representative
legislature, meaning the officials are elected by the citizens
to represent the people. The House of Representatives and
the Senate both have rules govern every member. Each of
the members are treated as political equals.
The second fair process principle is that all the parties affected by the piece of legislation should have a voice in the
decision. In regards to SB 5370, this happened to an extent.
The bill went to a public hearing in the Senate Committee
on Early Learning & K-12 Education. During that hearing,
there was public testimony from members of many of the
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affected government agencies. For example members of the
following agencies testified; DSHS, Washington Federation
of State Employees, and Community Youth Services (Bratton, 2007). Although there were many of the agencies testifying, there was no testimony opposing the bill. This could
be due to the nature of the bill, that it is generally accepted
and desired or it could be that those who were against the
legislation were not allowed to testify.
The third fair process principle is that there needs to be
formal rules that should apply equally to all parties in similar
situations. This is true for both the Senate and the House of
Representatives in Washington State.
Costs and Benefits
The impact of this piece of legislation is that juveniles
will be taught the skills to survive in the workforce. The
juvenile offenders will be given the opportunity to gain modern knowledge that wasn’t maybe obtained before entering
the juvenile justice system. Jobs skills training programs
also often decrease the status of the juvenile re-offending
(Schofield, 2006). As with any program, there needs to be
an analysis of the costs and benefits.
The cost of enacting this program will have an immediate/direct cost for the director of the school district. For example, he will have less time to work on other school-related
activities because of the planning of this new program. This
legislation will give the school director nine new responsibilities. An example of the long-term/direct cost would be the
need for ongoing revision of the. The immediate/in-direct
cost would be a struggle for teachers to get adjusted to the implications and requirements of the new program. The schools
would have a long-term/ indirect cost of keeping up with the
necessary supplies to keep the program running.
One of the immediate/direct benefits that this program has
is it will help juveniles gain skills in the work environment
and obtain a job. A long-term/direct benefit is that the youth
will be able to go into the work environment ready to do
work because of the skills gained in the program. An immediate/indirect benefit is the community will be having juveniles working building up the economy. A long-term/indirect
benefit would be that the community might have less crime
committed by juveniles because of this program. The JRA’s
director costs have more to do with a human perspective, due
to the larger workload. The benefits form the juvenile’s perspective works both from a human perspective and a monetary one.
Impact on Vulnerable Populations
The National Association of Social Workers (1999) code
of ethics describes social justice as a social worker value.
They state that social workers should pursue social change
"particularly with and on behalf of vulnerable and oppressed
individuals and groups of people" (p. 5). With this in mind,

it is imperative that any analysis of social policy look at the
potential or actual impact of the legislation on vulnerable
populations. Juveniles are routinely regarded as vulnerable
populations. SB 5370 has the intention to affect juvenile offenders in a positive way. Schofield (2006) describes one
job retraining program as having 75% of their participants as
staying crime free.
Looking at the impact of legislation on vulnerable populations means looking at the components of social justice.
Miller describes four components to look at when trying to
find the balance of social justice. The components are desert,
need, rights, and equality (as cited in Barush, 2006, pp. 8
– 9). Deserts deals with what is deserved by the impacted
group. Juvenile offenders deserve to be incarcerated and punished for their crimes. Needs deal with what is needed by the
targeted group. Although juvenile offenders deserve to be
incarcerated they really need to be taught new skills and empowered to not continue as a reoccurring part of the system.
Rights deals with what people are entitled to. This can be
slightly tricky when talking about people who break the law.
When somebody breaks the law, they lose a majority of their
rights. For example with some crimes, the offender can lose
the right to bear arms or vote. Equality deals with equal distribution to impacted groups. This legislation does not seem
to unequally favor one group over another but distributes the
services equally to those in need.
Juveniles are a valuable group that needs to be carefully
looked at when legislation is proposed in regards to them.
Juveniles involved in the justice system are even more vulnerable. Although SB 5370 is not meet the highest qualifications for all of Miller’s four components of social justice,
the balance still comes out on the favor of being socially just.
It helps our youth be less involved in the justice system and
offered more job skill opportunities. This is a bill that should
be passed by Washington’s legislature.
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